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ABSTRACT 

The steady-state nature of the ELMO Bumpy Torus (EBT) plasma implies 

that the neutral density at any point inside the plasma volume wi l l determine 

the local particle confinement time This paper describes a Mon te Carlo 

calculation of three-dimensional atomic and molecular neutra l densi ty 

profiles in EBT. The calculation has been done using various models for 

neutral source points, for launching schemes, for plasma profiles, and for 

plasma densities and temperatures Calculated results are compared wi th 

experimental observations - principally spectroscopic measurements - both 

for gu idance in n o r m a l i z a t i o n and for overa l l consistency checks. 

Impl icat ions of the predic ted neut ra l prof i les for the fast - ion-decay 

measurement of neutral densities are also addressed. 

1 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The experimental plasma physics device ELMO Bumpy Torus (EBT) is a 

steady-state, microwave-heated fusron energy exper iment.1 Because the 

device is steady-state, the creation and loss rates of plasma ions must be 

equal, and a simple calculation of the rate of change of density gives the 

particle confinement time Tp = 1/(no <<>i/>lon). This relationship shows that 

the neutral hydrogen densi ty in EBT direct ly determines the part ic le 

confinement time. Thus, knowledge of the neutral density is critical for 

confinement studies and plasma modeling Neutral densities have historically 

been measured by spectroscopic techniques on EBT 2 Recently, a fast-ion-

decay measurement, which observes the decay of 20-keV, beam-injected ions, 

has been added;3 in addit ion, a laser fluorescence measurement has been 

performed.4 

Preliminary comparison of the spectroscopic and neutral particle decay 

measurements gave neutral densities in disagreement by almost an order of 

magni tude. Improvement in analysis and exper imental techn ique has 

recently brought these measurements to wi th in a factor of < 3 (ref. 5). 

The low plasma density (~8 x 1011 cm"3) in EBT-Scale6 (EBT-S) in the mid-

pressure T-mode wi th 100 kW of 28-GHz electron cyclotron heating (ECH) 

power allows one to infer f rom very simple arguments tha t fast atomic 

neutrals can easily penetrate to the plasma center. If T, = 20 eV, which can 

be inferred from Doppler broadening measurements of Ha radiation ( \ = 

656 nm),7 then for a 5-eV neutral the mean free path for charge exchange in 

a uniform unmagnetized plasma w i t h a density of 8 x10 1 1 cm-3 can be 

approximated by 
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V 1.38 X 10lV5 
A = = = 128 cm , 
" " , < ( U , > , , (8x-1 O11 )(3 X 10~K) 

and if Te = 200 eV, the mean free path for electron impact ionizat ion is 

= yS._1 = u toni/. ii>n 
9.48 x 1 0~H/i T:i/- " , . 3 8 x 1 0 V 5 

57.J + o\|)(l .7 Ion T ) 2.45 x 104 
= 126 cm 

where S is the electron impact ionizat ion rate.8 Thus, the atomic neutral 

profi les should be fair ly f lat because Ah > a, where a is the plasma radius in 

the midplane of the cavity between t w o mirror coils. 

Spectroscopic measurements9 have also shown that 

/!( (ll = 2 n n,, (ll i' II., 

where the integrals are across the plasma cross section, and therefore the 

molecular hydrogen density inside the plasma may also be nonnegl ig ib le . 

Molecular mean free paths are shorter than those o f atomic neutrals because 

of their lower temperatures and hence lower velocities, so \h 2 < a -

The spectroscopic results just ment ioned and several others discussed 

later in the text were d i f f icu l t exper imental measurements to per fo rm and, in 

add i t ion , are subject t o possible errors due t o t he models assumed in 

in terpret ing the results. For comparison w i t h the calculations repor ted here, 

however, the results are taken as exact. 

To model these observations, a Mon te Carlo neutral particle f o l l ow ing 

code has been adapted t o develop three-dimensional (3-D) density profi les in 

EBT. W i th this code both neutral hydrogen atoms and molecules have been 

modeled, using various assumptions for plasma profi les and neutra l source 

regions. The possible impact on density profi les of the complicated 3-D wal l 

geometry of EBT is revealed by the code. The fast-ion-decay measurement 
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can be strongly influenced by any density gradients in the device because of 

the large ion gyroradii ( a > 2 . 8 cm), and the code allows a check of potent ial 

problems for this diagnostic. 

Section II presents a review of the mechanics of the code, t h e 

approx imat ions used in mode l i ng the EBT plasma, and t h e physics 

assumptions used in wr i t ing the code. Section III contains a discussion and 

presentation of results f rom running the code under various boundary 

conditions of plasma profiles, temperatures, densities, and neutral particle 

source points. Finally, Section IV concludes w i t h a discussion of the 

conclusions that can be drawn from the code results through comparison 

wi th experimental measurements. 

II. DESCRIPTION OF CODE A N D PHYSICS A S S U M P T I O N S 

The central core of the calculations described here is a Monte Carlo 

neutral particle fo l lowing code originally developed by G. G. Kelley of Oak 

Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)8 and inherited f rom J. T. Hogan of ORNL10 

af ter considerable modi f ica t ion to t reat general plasma geometry and 

efficient particle transport. Whi le retaining the general structure of the 

calculation, the code has been extensively modi f ied t o account for the 3-D 

vacuum geometry of EBT, which is not as simple as that of the Impurity Study 

Experiment (ISX-B) tokamak, for example. The bumpy magnetic geometry in 

EBT is also considerably more complicated than the poloidal »l'(R,z) or helical 

X(R, c f l u x funct ions used to specify plasma prof i les in tokamaks or 

stellarators. 

The EBT device1' consists of 24 simple circular copper magnet coils, 

evenly spaced toroidal ly on a circle of radius 152.4 cm, fo rming a closed-field-
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l ine torus. The vacuum vessel is constructed of 6061T6 and 2219T352 

aluminum. It consists of 24 vacuum cavities tha t l ink the 24 a luminum 

mandrels into which the coils are wound. The vacuum vessel also forms a 

microwave cavity into which steady-state microwave power is coupled at 18 

or 28 GHz to create and heat the plasma by ECH. 

An outl ine of one vacuum cavity and two mirror coils is shown in Fig. 1. 

The vacuum cavity has an inner radius of 25.4 cm and is a section of a circular 

cylinder, the ends of which are canted to jo in the vacuum mandrels that 

surround the magnet coils. 

FIG. 1. Outl ine drawing of one vacuum cavity and two mirror coils of 
EBT in the plane of the minor toroidal axis. The dashed lines represent 
magnetic f ield lines, while the solid lines represent contours of constant f ield 
strength. The numbers show the relative f ield strength on the surfaces. 

ORNL-DWG 81-23454A FED 
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The two flat vacuum surfaces of the magnet coil mandrels are 15.29 cm 

apart. The inner surface of the vacuum mandrel is symmetric in the plane 

through the midplane of the magnet coil and for rotat ion about an axis 

through the center of the magnet coil. The surface consists of a cylinder of 

radius 11.1 cm extending for 2.699 cm from the mirror midplane. It extends 

conically at an angle of 15° for an addit ional 2 857 cm and then conically at 

an angle of 35° unti l it reaches the side walls of the magnet vacuum mandrel. 

Inspection of Fig. 1 shows that the vacuum vessel has only minimal real 

symmetry about the minor toroidal axis. To make the model symmetric, the 

vacuum vessel has been assumed to be symmetric about the minor toroidal 

axis. The main vacuum cavity has been given a minor radius of 25.4 cm and 

occupies a toroidal extent of 0.162 rad. The side walls of the magnet mandrel 

are sections of a circular disk centered on the minor toroidal axis. The inner 

vacuum surface of the mirror throat is taken as an arc of a circle of radius 

12.88 cm centered about a point 23.68 cm from the minor toroidal axis in the 

magnet midplane, rotated about the minor toroidal axis. This gives a throat 

radius of 10.8 cm. 

Before considering other symmetries in the device, the gas feed system 

to the torus and implications of its operat ion for plasma fuel ing are discussed. 

The operat ing gas for the plasma is admit ted to the vacuum/plasma vessel 

th rough a feedback-control led piezoelectric f l o w valve, and this gas is 

con t i nuous ly p u m p e d away by f o u r l a rge v a c u u m p u m p s ( t h r e e 

turbomolecular pumps and one cryopump) that compose the torus vacuum 

system. Measurements made using deuter ium as the fill gas (see Fig. 2) have 

shown a f low rate of ~ 7 standard cubic centimeters per minute (SCCM) 

through the f low valve when maintaining a torus pressure of 10 x 10~6 torr 
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FIG. 2. The f low rate of deuterium gas th rough the feedback-control led 
piezoelectric gas feed valve of EBT vs t ime after the plasma is formed w i t h 
100 kW of 28-GHz ECH power. The times (x) shown are e-fold decay t imes for 
dif ferent segments of the f low rate curve. 

w i th no plasma present.12 When microwave power is applied to the device 

and the plasma is formed, this f low rate increases dramatically. It then falls 

rapidly for approximately 10 min, and subsequently much more slowly over 

several hours, unti l it nearly equals the original f low rate w i th no plasma 

present. In this latter regime, plasma losses are in equi l ibr ium w i t h wal l 

refluxing and gas feed inputs. 

A f low rate o f 7 SCCM is 3 x 1018 molecules per second. The plasma loss 

rate is 1 x 1020 atoms per second if the average density is 4 x 1011 cm-3, the 

plasma volume is 300 L, and measured particle conf inement times of 1 ms are 
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used. Because of the disparity in the plasma loss rate and the gas f low valve 

feed rate, the dominant source of atoms that fuel the plasma is obviously not 

just f rom the gas f low valve, but predominantly f rom the wall. The large f low 

rate th rough the piezoelectric valve when the plasma is first formed is the 

inf lux of molecules tha t are implanted into the wal l , f o rm ing a large 

inventory tha t w i l l later f i 'e l the plasma. From the slow approach t o 

equi l ibr ium of the valve f low rate, the plasma wal l equ i l ib r ium must be 

established over a long period of time hours). Further evidence that the 

walls are a source is that when the plasma is turned of f , the base pressure of 

the device rises dramatically and stays elevated for tens of minutes, dur ing 

which t ime the walls evidently give up a large part of their gas inventory. 

This same behavior is noted after running EBT in a high-pressure condit ion 

(p > 20 x 10~6 torr) for an hour or more, and then t ry ing to change 

immediately to a low-pressure condit ion (p < 5 x 10~6 torr). The gas feed 

into EBT through the piezoelectric gas f low valve can be shut o f f for several 

minutes, w i th the plasma operat ing normally, before the lower pressure is 

reached and the valve again opens to establish a dynamic equi l ibr ium. 

Also support ing the hypothesis that the walls constitute a large gas 

inventory :s the observation that after a period of plasma operat ion w i th 

deuterium as the fi l l gas, it is impossible to use a helium leak detector to f ind 

vacuum leaks in the main plasma vessel. The large deuter ium background 

evolving f rom the vacuum vessel wall masks the helium signal in the mass 

spectrometer detector. It is necessary to operate the device w i th a hydrogen 

plasma for 10 h or more to decrease the deuter ium concentration in the walls 

to a level at which the helium sensitivity returns. These arguments indicate 

that the wal l surfaces are the main source of feed molecules for the plasma. 
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During steady-state operat ion of EBT, the pressure in all cavities is nearly the 

same, which implies that the same wal l conditions are present in cavities 

away from the gas feed. 

Because of symmetries in the device, one cavity and half of a magnet 

coil on each side of it model 1/24 of EBT. The wall geometry gives up-down 

symmetry in the plane of the minor toroidal axis and lef t-r ight symmetry 

about the vacuum cavity midplane. Since field lines in EBT have this same 

symmetry, for this calculation EBT is modeled as one-quarter of one section of 

the torus, using symmetry transformations to keep particles in this space. 

Figure 3 shows a perspective drawing of the coordinate systems used to 

define a point in the plasma volume. It is possible to locate a point in terms of 

(x,y, z),(/?, <f», X), or(r, cj>, X). 

FIG. 3. The coordinate systems used to define a point in the EBT vacuum 
system. 
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To model plasma profiles, density and temperatures have been assumed 

to be constant along a field line. With this assumption, accurate field line 

expressions become very important, because they wil l define 3-D plasma 

profiles in terms of boundary conditions defined in some plane. (Boundary 

conditions and field line expressions are discussed later.) The plasma volume 

has been divided into three major regions1 the "core" plasma, the "surface" 

plasma, and the "outer"plasma. 

The "core" plasma is defined in the .|> - 0.0 plane to be circular in cross 

section, to be centered on the minor toroidal axis, and to have a radius (r = a 

- 17.08 cm) chosen such that field lines at this radius just touch the surface of 

the vacuum wall in the magnet midplane (<|i 2u/48). In the magnet 

midplane, the "core" plasma boundary is approximately circular, just 

touching the vacuum wall at x = n and ~ 1.5 cm from the vacuum wall at X = 

0.0. 

The "surface" plasma is that volume outside the "core" plasma that 

encloses field lines that pass around the torus without hitt ing a wall surface. 

The "outer" plasma fills the volume between the "surface" plasma and the 

vacuum vessel wall. These two regions are often referred to as the surface 

plasma in this report. 

Figure 4 provides a cross-sectional view of these three plasma regions 

displayed in the <{> = 0.0 plane in terms of R and z coordinates (see Fig. 3). The 

circular arcs shown in Fig. 4 represent different boundaries within the model 

used in these calculations. 

The outermost circle centered on the minor toroidal axis is the wall of 

the main vacuum tank, wi th r = 25.4 cm. The next circle is a circular 

approximation to the surface formed by the points shown in Fig. 4. It is 
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FIG. 4. Various plasma and wall surfaces in the <|> = 0.0 plane, in terms of 
coordinates R and z. Surface c is the plasma radius r = a and encloses the 
"core" plasma. Surface b, which def ines the boundary be tween the 
"surface" and "outer " plasma regions, is a circular arc that approximates the 
surface formed by the dots The dots represent the intersection in the cavity 
midplane of f ield lines passing through points on the magnet coil surface 
(<t> = 2n/48 plane). Surface a is the vacuum wall, w i th r = 25.4 cm. 

centered at (R = 155.16 cm, z = 0.0) and has a radius of 19.84 cm. The points 

are projections f rom points on the mirror throat surface in the plane rj> = 

2n/48 back a long f ie ld lines in to the <|> = 0.0 plane o f this f igure. The 

remaining circle is the plasma boundary in the <t> = 0.0 plane, also centered on 

the minor axis wi th r = a = 17.08 cm. 

Most diagnostic measurements on EBT have been made in the cavity 

midplane (<t> = 0.0 plane).6,11 To large measure, this was a choice of 

convenience, because machine access was not impeded by magnet coils or 

other equipment. For mirror-trapped particles, such as ions observed by 

charge-exchange systems, this choice provides a wel l-def ined class of ions for 

observation, namely those w i th (v| = 0.0). The measurements used to def ine 
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the plasma profiles were all cavity midplane measurements, and therefore 

the plasma profiles are def ined in the cavity midplane and extended to the 

rest of t he vacuum reg ion under the a s s u m p t i o n t h a t dens i t y and 

temperature are constant a long f ield lines. 

Electron density prof i les were based on cavity midp lane-measured 

prof i les d e t e r m i n e d f r o m Abe l invers ion o f n ine -channe l m ic rowave 

interferometer data.13 Electron temperature profi les were assumed to be f lat 

in the "core" plasma, consistent w i th profiles f rom Thomson scattering14 and 

soft X-ray measurements.15,16 Ion temperature profi les were also assumed to 

be f lat in the "core" plasma, and bulk ion temperatures were taken to be 

20 eV, consistent w i th spectroscopic measurements of Doppler broadening of 

the hydrogen emission lines.7 Langmuir probe measurements of the "ou te r " 

plasma region have given some informat ion on plasma properties outside the 

"core" plasma.17 

Field line expressions for EBT were generated in t w o d i f fe rent manners. 

First, for "core" plasma profiles alone an analytic expression was derived fc r 

f ield lines. This expression was good at any given toro ida l angle for minor 

radii less than the plasma radius at that angle: 

> -'/2 
(} - O H O 1 4 8 u c o s . V - 0 . 0 0 0 f i 2 « ~ | s i n \2<\>\ 

H U 1 - ( 0 . , ' 3 4 7 -t 0 . 0 0 1 4 8 a c o s .Y ) c o s 2 4 < f c 

where r is the radius f rom the minor axis, a is the plasma radius in the cavity 

midplane, X is the poloidal angle (X 0.0 points radially ou tward f rom the 

toroidal axis), and ^ is the toroidal angle (def ined w i t h respect to a cavity 

midplane). Figure 3 is a perspective drawing of this coordinate system. 

This expression is not valid outside the "core" plasma, in the surface 

plasma region between the "core" and the vacuum wal l . To study molecular 
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penetrat ion into the "core" plasma, it is necessary to consider the surface 

plasma in more deta i l , since it can have a large impac t on mo lecu la r 

penetrat ion. To generate f ie ld line expressions good th roughou t the vacuum 

vessel, results f rom numerical code calculations were used. T. C. Tucker * ran 

his GFUN code, which, given the magnetic geometry of EBT, traced f ield lines 

in 3-D space. The volume of EBT was divided in to bins, using r as the minor 

radius, $ as the toro ida l angle, and X as the poloidal angle for coordinates. 

The radius r was div ided into equal- length bins of length a/60. The toro idal 

angle cj> was div ided in to 30 bins between the cavity midplane (() = 0.0 and the 

magnet midplane ct> = •• 124. The poloidal angle x, ranging f rom 0.0 (when 

po in t ing ou tward f rom the major axis of the torus) to n, was also divided into 

30 bins. Typically, the volume of each bin is slightly d i f fe rent : 

(IV = (K r/<}>) (rdX)dr , 

where R = ro+ r c o s x a n d r o = 152.4 cm is the major radius of the torus. 

To def ine 3-D plasma density and temperature profiles, the f ie ld line 

th rough the midpo in t of each volume element inside the vacuum vessel was 

projected into the midplane of the vacuum cavity. The plasma density and 

temperatures of the midp lane po in t (wh ich were based on m i d p l a n e 

diagnostic measurements) were assigned to the volume element. These data 

were then accessed by the code th rough a lookup table. 

Given the spatial distr ibut ions of plasma ions and electrons as specified 

above, it is easy to calculate the probabi l i ty tha t a neutral particle enter ing 

the plasma w i l l be destroyed, e i ther t h r o u g h charge exchange w i t h a 

background plasma ion or t h rough ionizat ion by electron collisions. (Fast 

'Compu t ing and Telecommunications Division, Mar t in Mariet ta Energy 
Systems, Inc. 
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charge-exchange neutrals are subsequently fo l lowed unti l they are ult imately 

ionized or die on a wall.) Impurity densities, principally aluminum f rom the 

vacuum vessel wal l [(nA|/ne)Core ~ 10"3] (ref. 18), are low enough to be 

neglected in this analysis. 

The code then runs by fo l lowing some large number of neutrals (either 

H or H2) unt i l they die. Typically, 10 to 100,000 neutrals are launched, w i th 

the exact number a compromise of computing t ime vs statistical quality of the 

results. These particles are typically launched in three di f ferent ways: 

1. They are launched randomly f rom the outer surface of the main vacuum 

cavity. This boundary condit ion, whi le having no obvious physical basis, 

should show the most pronounced density variation due to the long path 

to the plasma center. 

2. They are launched f rom the edge of the magnet throat surface where it 

intersects the magnet side walls. Inspection of magnet coils reveals 

significant surface erosion in this area due to plasma bombardment. If all 

neutral recycling in the device is assumed to be f rom plasma ions hi t t ing 

the walls, then this region should be the main source because of the 

large surface bombardment. 

3. They are launched uniformly over the entire surface area of the vacuum 

vessel. 

The actual or igin of neutrals in EBT most likely is a combination of these 

sources. Since the plasma profi le is centered on the minor toroidal axis only 

in the cavity midplane, the neutral profiles are probably not quite symmetric 

in X, the poloidal angle. There is insufficient experimental data to comment 

on this possibility and, because of that, poloidal symmetry has been assumed 

in all of the neutral sources. 
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Neutrals have been launched from the wal l surfaces in t w o di f ferent 

ways. First, they have been launched wi th random velocity directions relative 

to the wall normal. This launch procedure results in densities peaked near 

surfaces because of solid-angle effects associated w i t h the choice of the 

velocity d i rect ion. Second, neutrals have been launched w i t h a cos o 

distr ibution, where n is the angle between the surface normal at the launch 

point and the direction of launch. 

When particles are launched from points distributed uniformly over the 

walls of a container of any shape, w i th their velocities distributed as cos o 

relative to the surface normal, a uniform density wi l l be established in the 

volume if there are no (plasma) loss processes inside the volume itself. Simple 

thermodynamic arguments give the f l ux i n t o wa l l surfaces a cos 0 

dependence, and one might infer such a distr ibut ion for the inverse process 

in equilibrium.19 The surface reflection measurements that have been made 

(at energies >100 eV) show surface reflux to be distr ibuted like cos o.20 There 

is a great deal of controversy about surface reflux at energies below 50 eV -

which covers all hydrogen atoms, molecules, and almost all ions present in 

EBT - because these energies are in the realm of chemical energies and 

surface chemistry may play a role in such processes. 

The neutrals are given star t ing energies based on exper imenta l 

observations. Neutral hydrogen atoms are observed to have "temperatures" 

of approximately 0.4 and 4.0 eV by Doppler broadening of H a emission. 

These two components are observed to have almost equal densities in the 

plasma. The presence of t w o energy components is consistent w i t h 

measurements o f e lec t ron impact dissociat ive exc i ta t ion processes in 

molecular hydrogen,21 which are observed to yield atoms of energy E -
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0.3 eV and E in the range of 2-8 eV. Therefore, atomic neutrals have been 

chosen to have starting energies of 0.3 and 5.0 eV . 

The wal l temperature of EBT is fairly high when the plasma is running 

because of the large power dissipation in the copper magnet coils (10 MW), 

microwave losses in the aluminum vacuum walls, and plasma bombardment 

of wall surfaces. Thermocouple measurements22 have shown temperatures 

well over 100°C. Molecular hydrogen energies of 0.0357 eV (414 K) have been 

chosen, typical of these wall temperatures. 

Self-consistent neutral density calculations should fo l low molecules 

from a source distr ibution unti l they become atoms and ions and then fo l low 

these newly created atoms unti l they are ionized or lost on a wall surface. 

There seems to be insufficient data available on reaction rates and branching 

ratios to fo l low this procedure in practice. Observationally, neutral atoms in 

EBT have several d i f ferent energies. The only process where rates have been 

measured for such mult icomponent neutrals is electron impact dissociative 

excitation of molecular hydrogen.21 Neutral atom detection schemes were 

not used in measurements of most other molecular and molecular- ion 

processes or were not sensitive to the energy of the product neutrals.23 

Because of the lack of this background informat ion, calculations for 

atomic and molecular neutrals have been done separately. Atoms were 

al lowed to undergo charge-exchange collisions w i th plasma ions and could 

be lost by fai l ing to reflect f rom a wall or through ionizat ion by electron 

impact. Charge-exchange processes were not considered for molecular 

neutrals. Other observations have then been used to normal ize these 

calculations and to judge their self-consistency. These are discussed later. 
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With a knowledge of the location f rom which the neutral was launched 

and its velocity, the neutral was advanced in a straight- l ine path, w i t h step 

lengths chosen so the probabi l i ty of being lost on a given step was no more 

than 10%. Af ter each step a check was made to determine if the particle hit a 

surface. If the neutral hi t a wal l , then the possibility of its return to the 

plasma was investigated. Given the low neutral energies that typically result 

f rom molecular hydrogen dissociation processes ( < 5 e V ) and the low bulk 

ion temperatures observed in EBT (T\ ~ 20 eV), a reflection coeff icient for all 

incident neutrals of 0.7 was assumed. Runs of the code were made t o 

investigate the effect of varying this parameter. Reflected particles were 

returned to the plasma f rom where they struck the vacuum wa l l w i t h a 

velocity direct ion picked f rom the same distr ibut ion or iginal ly assumed and 

w i t h an energy equal to 70% of the or ig inal neutral energy. This a l lowed in a 

very crude manner fo r energy loss processes expected in wal l collisions. 

If the particle d id not h i t a wal l , then its location in the vacuum vessel 

was used to reference the plasma properties at tha t point in the plasma. 

Once the plasma properties were known, the probabi l i ty that the neutral was 

lost by electron impact ionizat ion or underwent a charge-exchange collision 

w i t h a hydrogen plasma ion was calculated, based on the reaction rates for 

the specified plasma parameters: 

It. = n <nu > + n <ou> ilcsU urluin i' !• Kin p i s 

Charge neutral i ty was assumed; namely, n e = np = n, the plasma density. In 

general, the electron impact ionizat ion rate predominates, and for the case 

of molecular hydrogen neutrals, charge exchange was not considered. 
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!f a charge-exchange collision occurred, the emerging fast neutral was 

assigned an energy p icked f r o m a M a x w e l l i a n d i s t r i b u t i o n ( w i t h a 

temperature that was the ion tempera tu re at the po in t of the col l ision 

event), given a random velocity direct ion, and then fo l l owed unt i l it died. 

When the neutral moved into the core plasma, it was a l lowed to split in 

order t o increase the number of individual particles tracked th rough the core 

region and thereby to enhance the statistics. If the particle was split N ways, 

its relative we igh t was correspondingly decreased t o MN t o maintain proper 

account ing of particle inventory. 

Density profi les were compiled by scoring the relative t ime a neutral 

spent in any given volume element. In addi t ion, the locations where neutrals 

were lost on the walls and where molecular neutrals were dissociated were 

scored. 

Figure 5 is a f lowchar t showing how the part ic le- fo l lowing part of the 

code works. It illustrates the major decision points, most o f which have been 

discussed above, and the opt iona l paths available in the code. 

III. TYPICAL CODE RESULTS 

The code has been run fo r t w o d i f f e ren t plasma cond i t ions , one 

indicative of mid-pressure T-mode operat ion (10 x 10~6 torr), the other of 

low-pressure T-mode operat ion (5 x 10~6 torr). The plasma properties used 

for these t w o cases are listed in Table I. 

Figures 6 - 8 show t h r e e d i f f e r e n t dens i ty p ro f i les c o m p u t e d f o r 

0.0357-eV (414 K) molecules in a low-pressure T-mode hydrogen plasma. 

These molecules were launched uni formly over the who le plasma boundary 

(case 3 above), and their ini t ia l velocity was chosen f rom a cos o d is t r ibut ion 
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c CONSIDER N PARTICLES: ONE AT A TIME > 
FIND WHERE TO START THE NEUTRAL 

PICK THE VELOCITY COSINES 

LET THE NEUTRAL TAKE A STEP, AND FIND 
ITS NEW COORDINATES 

YES CHECK IF THE NEUTRAL IS IN VACUUM 
(DO ANY NECESSARY SYMMETRY REFLECTIONS TO PUT 
THE PARTICLE INTO CORRECT VACUUM SECTOR) 

NO 

NO 

WAS THIS THE FIRST STEP FOR THE NEUTRAL 

NO f 

YES 

DID THE NEUTRAL REFLECT FROM WALL 

YES t 

DETERMINE WHERE NEUTRAL HIT THE WALL 
(GIVEN THE COMPLEX GEOMETRY. ONE MUST CAREFULLY 
FIND THIS POINT. DOING ANY REFLECTIONS NECESSARY 
DUE TO CROSSING SYMMETRY PLANES) 

NOW YOU KNOW WHERE IT HIT THE WALL. HENCE 
WHERE TO START THE REFLECTED PARTICLE 

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / 

CHECK IF NEUTRAL IS INSIDE BULK PLASMA 

YES f 

NO 

SPLIT THE PARTICLE IF YOU CHOSE TO 

INCREMENT DENSITY PROFILE DATA 

DETERMINE IF THE NEUTRAL IONIZES OR CHARGE-
EXCHANGES (GIVEN THE PRESENT PARTICLE LOCATION. 
YOU KNOW THE PROBABILITY OF IONIZATION OR 
CHARGE-EXCHANGE OCCURING) 

YEM 
DID A CHARGE EXCHANGE EVENT OCCUR? 

YES j 

NO 

ASSIGN A NEW ENERGY FOR THE NEUTRAL, EQUAL TO T,( r1 

NO 

YOU HAVE FOLLOWED THIS PARTICLE UNTIL IT DIED 

FIG. 5. Flowchart out l in ing the major decision points of the particl 
f o l l o w i n g section o f the code. The text describes d i f f e r e n t b o u n d a 
condit ions used at several of the branch points in this f lowchart . 



Table I. Plasma profile specification 

Mid-pressure T-mode Low-pressure T-mode 

ne Te Ti Te Ti 
(1011 cm3) (eV) (eV) (1011 cm'3) (eV) (eV) 

Core plasma 

r < 2/3a 8 80 20 8-1.6a 120 20a 

r > 2/3a 8-4b 80b 20b 8-1.6J 120a 20a 

Surface pfasma 2 60 5 1 90 5 

Outer plasma 1 25 5 0.6 30 5 

8 

decreases quadratically with r. 
bDecreases linearly with r. 
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FIG. 6. The density profi le of 0.0357-eV molecules, launched into a low-
pressure T-mode plasma wi th velocities distr ibuted as cos o w i th respect to 
the surface normal f rom points randomly distr ibuted over the vacuum wal l , in 
the magnet coil midplane (<{» = 2n/48). The density is displayed in terms of the 
poloidal angle and the minor radius. The throat radius is 10.8 cm. 

w i th respect to the suface normal. Figures 6 and 7 show density profiles in 

minor radius vs poloidal angle space for the magnet coil midplane and cavity 

midplane, respectively. A substantial decrease in molecular density is seen 

f rom the wall to the center of the plasma. Figure 8 shows the same type of 

density decrease f rom the wall to the minor axis, only here the density prof i le 

in the plane of the minor toroidal axis is shown in toroidal angle vs minor 

radius space for x = 0.0. 
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FIG. 7. The density profi le of 0.0357-eV molecules, launched into a low-
pressure T-mode plasma wi th velocities distr ibuted as cos 0 w i th respect to 
the surface normal from points randomly distr ibuted over the vacuum wal l , in 
the cavity midplane (<t> = 0.0). The density is disp.ayed in terms of the 
poloidal angle and the minor radius. 

The computat ion for these figures involved starting 30,000 particles and 

fo l lowing them unti l they died on a wall , were dissociated, or were ionized. 

It took roughly 5 min of CRAY-I time. The number of particles fo l lowed was 

chosen as a compromise between computer t ime and statistical quality of the 

data. The data have been smoothed slightly, and much of the finer structure 

is the result of poor statistics. 
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FIG. 8. The density profi le of 0.0357-eV molecules, launched into a low-
pressure T-mode plasma wi th velocities distr ibuted as cos o wi th respect to 
the surface normal from points randomly distr ibuted over the vacuum wal l , in 
the plane of the minor toroidal axis (X = 0.0). The density is displayed in 
terms of the toroidal angle and the minor radius for points wi th X - 0.0. 

The figures also make it obvious that for the measured densities and 

temperatures in EBT-S the molecular density in the center of the device is 

nonnegligible. The molecular density falls roughly two orders of magnitude 

f rom the outer wal l to the plasma center. (Note that the data shown in this 

and subsequent 3-D plots are drawn on a linear scale.) Absolute density 

values are not shown here because the flux rates f rom the walls are not 
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known. One technique for normal iz ing these calculations to absolute 

densities is discussed in Sect IV. 

Figure 9 shows the same calculation as for Fig 8, only in this case the 

particles were launched in a random direction relative to the wall normal. 

Both calculations give the same types of density profiles in the "core" and 

"surface" plasma. When velocity directions are chosen f r om a cos o 

O R N L - D W G 8 5 - 2 0 1 5 R FED 

FIG. 9. Density profile that differs from that shown in Fig. 8 only in that 
the neutral molecules were launched from the walls w i th random velocity 
cosines. As a consequence of this, the density profi le is peaked along all of 
the wall surfaces but has the same functional dependence on the minor 
radius for points inside the core plasma. 
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distr ibution (Fig. 8), there is no sharp density peaking in the "outer" plasma 

near the walls, as there is for the random velocity distr ibution case (Fig. 9). In 

terms of the model proposed in Sect. IV, the molecular density is ~2.5 times 

higher in the plasma center when the molecules are launched as cos o rather 

than w i th a random direction relative to the surface normal. 

The hol low molecular density profiles seen in Figs. 6-9 show that most 

molecules are dissociated or ionized in i.he surface regions of the plasma. 

Figure 10 shows the relative number of molecules lost (due to ionization or 

dissociation) on di f ferent field line surfaces inside the "core" plasma in terms 

of the cavity midplane radius of these field line surfaces. For the conditions in 

Fig. 10, 25% of the molecules that do not die on a wall are ionized in the 

"ou te r " plasma, and 11% are ionized in the "surface" plasma. Therefore, 

36% do not even reach the "core" plasma. For the mid-pressure T-mode case, 

where plasma density profiles are f latter, the peaking seen in Fig. 10 is not 

observed, and 45% of the molecules do not penetrate to the "core" plasma 

when started uniformly f rom the whole wall. 

The data in Fig. 10 show that if the source of neutral atoms is molecules 

leaving wall surfaces, then most atoms are created in the region of the 

plasma near the wall surfaces. For these calculations, atoms have been 

started from wall surfaces largely for convenience. The fact that the atomic 

mean free path is long helps support this choice, especially when surface 

reflection is al lowed to recycle most atoms impinging on the walls. 

Spectroscopic observations show that there are two main temperature 

components of the atomic populat ion in the plasma w i t h almost equal 

densities and w i t h relative temperatures of T-, = 0.4 and 4.0 eV. This 

observation is consistent wi th measurements of electron impact dissociative 
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FIG. 10. The number of 0.0357-eV molecules lost in the "core" plasma 
due to electron collisions (dissociation or ionization) vs the cavity midplane 
minor radius. The molecules were launched into a low-pressure T-mode 
plasma wi th velocities distributed as cos o wi th respect to the surface normal 
from points randomly distributed over the vacuum wall. These molecules 
were lost at various points (r', <i>, X) on the surfaces formed by f ield lines w i th 
a cavity midplane minor radius of r. 

excitation processes in molecular hydrogen, which are seen to yield atoms of 

energy E = 0.3 eV and E in the range 2-8 eV. Figures 11 and 12 show density 

profiles calculated for 0.3- and 5.0-eV neutral atoms in toroidal angle vs 

minor radius space for a mid-pressure T-mode plasma, assuming the atoms 

start randomly distributed over the wall surface. The figures show that the 

profiles are slightly hol low in the "core" plasma for 0.3 eV but almost f lat for 

the 5.0-eV case. 
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FIG. 11. The density of 0.3-eV atomic neutrals in the plane of the minor 
toroidal axis (z = 0.0) in terms of the toroidal angle vs minor radius for points 
wi th X = 0.0. These atoms were launched into a mid-pressure T-mode plasma 
wi th velocities distributed as cos o w i th respect to the surface normal f rom 
points randomly distributed over the vacuum walls. 

These results imply that if the source of neutral atoms or molecules is 

diffuse over the outer layer of the plasma, then atomic density profiles are 

fairly f lat th roughout the entire vacuum vessel, whi le molecular density 

profiles are very hol low but still have significant density at the plasma center. 

A discussion of statistical errors in these plots might be useful at this 

point. If one defines N as the number of times a neutral is recorded as having 
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FIG. 12. The density of 5.0-eV atomic neutrals in the plane of the minor 
toroidal axis (z = 0.0) in terms of the toroidal angie vs minor radius for points 
w i th X ~ 0.0. These atoms were launched into a mid-pressure T-mode plasma 
wi th velocities distr ibuted as cos n w i th respect to the surface normal f r om 
points randomly distr ibuted over the vacuum walls. 

stepped into a given volume element, then the statistical quali ty of tha t po in t 

can be called VN/N. For the plots in Figs. 11 and 12, this is roughly 14% for 

the inner radial points and roughly 2% for the outer radial points. For the 

molecular plots shown in Figs. 6-8, 13, and 14, the statistical qual i ty varies 

f rom roughly 4% for the outer radial points to very poor at the inner radial 
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FIG. 13. Density profi les result ing f rom the three d i f f e ren t source 
distributions discussed in the text. The absolute density scales are arbitrary. 
Wall-temperature molecules were launched in to a low-pressure T-mode 
plasma wi th velocities distributed as cos o w i th respect to the surface normal. 
The vertical scales are in arbitrary units. 
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FIG. 14. Density profiles for 0.0357-eV molecules launched into a mid-
pressure T-mode plasma w i t h densities and temperatures scaled as (a) x 1, (b) 
x 2 ( (c) x 4 , and (d) x 8 . The molecules were l aunched w i t h a cos 0 
distr ibut ion f rom points randomly distr ibuted over the vacuum walls. The 
relative scales reflect the model discussed in Sect. IV. 
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points. The inner points have poor statistical qual i ty because few neutrals are 

able to penetrate to the plasma center. 

Figure 13 shows the molecular prof i les tha t result f r om the three 

d i f fe rent source distr ibut ions listed in Sect. II (the vertical scales are arbitrary). 

Velocities were picked f rom a cos 0 distr ibut ion relative to the wal l normal, 

except tha t for case 2 the ini t ial launch velocity was chosen randomly because 

of the singular nature of the source. Case 1 has the greatest fa l lo f f to the 

minor axis and shows densities tha t are very low in the magnet th roa t area. 
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FIG. 15. Cavity midplane density prof i les o f 0.0357-eV molecu les 
launched into a mid-pressure T-mode plasma vs minor radius for x = 0.0. The 
four curves are for ne and 7~e scaled as (a) x 1, (b) x 2, (c) x 4, and (d) x 8, w i t h 
the relative positions of the curves adjusted to reflect the model discussed in 
Sect. IV. 
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Case 2 has a sharp peak near the source - since all or iginat ing neutrals pass 

through this volume - and away from the source has profiles similar to case 3, 

the uni form wall launch case. The density decrease f rom the wall to the 

minor axis in the cavity midplane for case 2 is only half that of case 3, 

however, and therefore this source yields higher central moleculardensities. 

Plasma density and electron temperature are observed6 to scale roughly 

like P^0-5. The parameters listed in Table I are for operat ion of EBT-S wi th 

100 kW of 28-GHz microwave power. If the applied power were increased by 

a factor of four to 400 kW, as was projected for two-gyrotron operation of 

EBT-S, then the electron temperature and density should roughly double. To 

see what effect this would have on neutral atomic and molecular profiles in 

the plasma, the code was run w i t h electron tempera tu re and densi ty 

increased by factors of 2, 4, and 8. The results are shown in Figs. 14-16. 

Figure 14 shows profiles of 0.0357-eV molecules in the plane of the minor 

toroidal axis for the normal mid-pressure T mode and the three scaled cases. 

The operat ing pressure for a mid-pressure T-mode point also scales w i t h 

microwave power as PM
05, and the relative scales of the di f ferent plots in 

Fig. 14 reflect this scaling in terms of the model discussed in Sect. IV. The ion 

temperature, which was observed to be nonclassical fo r standard EBT 

operation, was kept fixed at 20 eV for all four cases. 

Figures 15 and 16 show radial profiles of molecular density and atomic 

density in the cavity midplane, adjusted to give the same relative scaling as in 

Fig. 14. What is plotted is an average density, 

:n> -ii (IX n(r,i\>,X) (i 

in the <t> = 0 plane. A doubl ing of electron density and temperature results in 
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FIG. 16. Cavity midplane density profiles o f 5.0-eV atoms launched into 
a mid-pressure T-mode plasma shown vs minor radius for X = 0.0. The four 
curves are for ne and Te scaled as (a) x 1, (b) x 2, (c) x 4, and (d) x 8, w i t h the 
relative positions of the curves adjusted to reflect the model discussed in Sect. 

molecules being unable to penetrate t o the plasma center. The atomic 

profi les in Fig. 16 show increasing hollowness as the plasma density and 

temperature rise, even t h o u g h the central neutral density does not decrease. 

The plasma density is higher for each successive case, and therefore the ratio 

of neutrals to ions no/n\ is fa l l ing. 

IV. INTERPRETATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this section, three main points are discussed. First is a method for 

normal iz ing the calculated density profi les to absolute densities. Second is a 

comparison o f the calculated results and exper imenta l measurements -

principally spectroscopic measurements - made on EBT. Finally, there is a 

IV. 
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discussion of the impl icat ions of these results for the fast- ion-decay 

measurement. This third point was a major impetus for beginning this work. 

If the flux of neutrals f rom the wall surfaces were known, the absolute 

density could be calculated. However, the neutral source strength and 

surface distr ibut ion are not known for EBT. To provide a normalization for 

the calculated molecular density profiles, a model based on the ion gauge 

tube readings was assumed. These tubes were located on the vacuum wal l in 

the cavity midplanes. 

Operating pressures for EBT are typically quoted in terms of standard 

ion gauge tube readings, w i th the tubes calibrated in nitrogen gas. When 

using these tubes to measure pressures of molecular hydrogen gas, it is 

necessary to correct the gauge readings by a factor of roughly two. EBT is 

normally evacuated to a base pressure of 2-4 x 10~7 torr and then back-fil led 

w i th hydrogen gas through a feedback-controlled piezoelectric valve to a 

pressure in excess of 5 x 10~6 torr before microwave power is applied to form 

the plasma. 

Under the assumption that the gauge reading dur ing plasma operat ion 

is due to molecular hydrogen, at a fixed gauge reading the molecular density 

at the wall wi l l be 

tu 
9 . 6 5 X 1 0 p ( t o r r ) _ •> 

n ( H , ) = 2 X (cm ) , 
T(K) 

where T is the temperature of the gas and p is the gauge tube reading. 

Room-temperature (T = 298 K) hydrogen fi l l gas is admitted into EBT at one 

point in the torus. To circulate around the torus, hydrogen molecules must 

undergo many wal l collisions. Therefore, dur ing plasma operat ion the 

molecular temperature should be near the wal l temperature (T - 414 K). The 
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impor tance of wa l l re ' ux du r i ng plasma opera t ion was emphasized 

previously, and this too supports the choice of the wal l temperature for the 

molecular energy. 

Wi th T = 414 K, n(H2) = 4.7 x 1011 cm"3 for p = 1CT5 torr (a typical mid-

pressure T-mode operat ing pressure), and n(H2) = 2.3 x 1011 cm-3 for p = 

5 x 10-6 torr (a typical low-pressure T-mode operat ing pressure). These 

results can be used in conjunction wi th data like those shown in Fig. 15 lo 

normalize the modeled density profiles and provide density estimates. The 

validity of the numbers so derived can be gauged to some degree f rom 

comparison w i th experimentally measured quantities. 

Figure 17 shows the results of app ly ing this procedure t o da ta 

generated for a hydrogen plasma in the low-pressure T mode. Neutrals, both 

atoms and molecules, were launched as cos u w i th respect to the surface 
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FIG. 17. Absolute atomic and molecular density profiles vs minor radius 
for a low-pressure T-mode plasma, using the normal izat ion p rocedure 
discussed in the text. Neutrals were launched into the plasma w i th velocities 
distributed as cos 0 w i th respect to the surface normal f rom points randomly 
distributed over the vacuum walls: Curve (a) represents 0.0357-eV molecules, 
(b) total atomic neutral density, (c) 0.3-eV atoms, (d) 5.0-eV atoms. Curve (b) 
is the sum of curves (c) and (d). 
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normal f rom points d is t r ibuted randomly ovtr the who le vacuum wa l l 

surface. This model provides a normalization for the molecular density scale. 

By assuming tha t molecular dissociation processes result in one 

hydrogen atom per incident hydrogen molecule, the atomic densities can be 

normalized to the same scale. This assumption is well supported using the 

experimental plasma density and temperatures in EBT and compiled electron 

impact dissociation rates for molecular hydrogen. Spectroscopic observations 

show that n(0.4 eV) = n(4.0 eV), so the relative flux of low-energy (0.3-eV) 

and high-energy (5.0-eV) atoms must be scaled to give equal densities in the 

"core" plasma. This requirement says, for the case considered, that there are 

three 5-eV neutral atoms for every t w o 0.3-eV atoms entering the plasma 

volume. The total atomic density is shown as the dashed curve in Fig. 17 and 

can be seen to exceed the molecular density for radii less than 10.5 cm. 

Using these profiles for neutrals and the assumed plasma profiles f rom 

Table I, the corresponding nenn and n e n^ 2 profiles are shown in Fig. 18. The 
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FIG. 18. Profiles for density products and nenh2 for the low-
pressure T-mode plasma of Fig. 17, using the plasma profiles f rom Table I. 
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resulting atomic profi le is slightly peaked at the plasma center, whi le the 

molecular profi le is ho l low. These observations are in agreement w i t h 

spectroscopic measurements of atomic and molecular hydrogen transitions. 

Integrating these distributions, we find 

n II,,dl -r II n ri, dl 

whereas spectroscopic measurements show the atomic density to be larger by 

a factor of two independent of almost everything (p0, etc.). The central 

atomic neutral density is 4.4 x 1010 cm-3 based on this model. 

Applying these same arguments to the mid-pressure T-mode data, there 

is less molecular penetrat ion because the plasma density profi le is not as 

peaked on axis. The inferred central atomic density is roughly 8.8 x 1010crrr3 

and dominates the molecular density for radii less than 13.5 cm. 

These results are consistent wi th the densities measured by spectroscopy 

and the fast-ion-decay diagnostic.5 Because of (1)the low plasma density, 

(2) the simple assumption that one molecule results in one neutral atom, and 

(3) the normalization model, the atomic density f rom these calculations 

essentially scales w i th pressure. This is consistent wi th the trends but not w i th 

the detailed shape of the density scaling shown by spectroscopy or the fast-

ion-decay measurement. Detailed dependence on plasma profiles may be 

one reason for this disagreement. 

For the results shown in Fig. 17, the atoms and molecules had wal l 

reflection coefficients of 0.7 and always reentered the plasma as the same 

type of particle that hit the wall. Energy loss during reflections was included 

by assuming that the reflected energy was 70% of the incident energy or was 

equal to the wal l temperature as a lower l imit. 
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For the reasons just presented, it is not possible to make the line-

integrated atomic to molecular density ratio agree w i t h spectrosrr.^-ic 

measurements. Launching molecules from the outer wall would deer 

molecular density by only 10 to 20%. Launching molecules from thr 

the mirror throat would flatten the molecular profile and increase the . to i ra l 

molecular density by a factor of two. The-atomic.density would also rise, but 

not enough to give agreement with the spectroscopic results. 

One way to force agreement would be to allow ions lost from the 

plasma to recycle as atoms (in preference to molecules) fo l lowing wal l 

collisions. With an extra source for atoms, the atomic density could be raised 

relative to the molecular density. There is no experimental evidence at this 

time to support this assumption, however, and it can only be viewed as a 

possible hypothesis. 

The wall reflection coefficient can be easily varied, but not so as to 

obtain agreement of the measured and calculated density ratios. With the 

reflection coefficient at 0.7, roughly 25% of the molecules die on the walls, 

while 60-80% of the atoms die on the walls. If the reflection coefficient is 

changed to 0.0 (no reflections), the molecular density drops to 60-70% of its 

original value, while the atomic density falls to 40-50% of its original value. 

The density profiles retain the same dependence on the minor radius r. 

Allowing perfect reflection from the walls, the densities rise but still retain 

their original dependence on r. 

The neutrals are found to die on the walls roughly in proportion to the 

relative wall areas, which are in the ratio-outer cavity wall rside walhthroat 

wall of 49:37:14. Fewer die on the throat wall because of solid-angle 

considerations associated w i th the relatively small surface area and the 
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correspondingly small volume of this section of the vacuum vessel and 

because particles undergo several collisions before they die on a wall. 

While the results presented here relied heavily on normal izat ion to 

experimental observations to establish an absolute basis, they compared well 

w i th other experimental measurements. The statistical errors have been 

discussed previously. Simplifying assumptions for these calculations were 

made in the vacuum geometry of EBT, the plasma density and temperature 

profiles, the source points for neutrals - both atomic and molecular, the 

energies of the neutrals, and the neutral-wall interactions. Arguments have 

been made to substantiate these choices. There are roughly 25% errors in the 

loss process cross sections (ocx and 0iOn)- The fact that these calculations agree 

w i th in a factor of t w o w i th most spectroscopic measurements and are 

bracketed by the exper imenta l neut ra l densi ty measurements gives 

addit ional confidence in the assumptions used in this w o r k . 5 

The fast-ion-decay measurement of neutral density is based on the 

assumption that the only loss mechanism for a fast ion is charge exchange on 

neutral particles. A fast-ion populat ion (20 keV) is created by neutral beam 

injection, and fo l lowing beam tu rno f f the rate of decay of the fast- ion 

populat ion is measured. These 20-keV ions have charge-exchange rate 

coefficients on hydrogen atoms or molecules that are very similar, w i th (oi/)cx 

- 1.2 x 10"7cm3s1. Decay measurements thus provide a measure of the tota l 

(atomic plus molecular) neutral density. 

The results in Fig. 17 show tha t molecules are the main neu t ra l 

component for r > 10 cm and represent >10% of the neutral density even at 

the plasma center. The steep gradient in the molecular density also has an 

effect on the beam-created ions because of their large gyroradi i in the 
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confining f ield of EBT. Gyroradii (r() are >2.8 cm on the minor axis for EBT-S 

fields and g row to almost 5 cm when 13 cm of f the minor axis. These large 

gyroradii average the ion's orbit over regions w i th larger densities and cause 

the ion to sample an enhanced average neutral density. If the fast ions were 

in teract ing only w i t h molecular neutrals, then for r < 13 cm and a 

low-pressure T-mode plasma there would be a 17-27% correction, whi le for a 

mid-pressure T-mode plasma the correction wou ld be larger (23-38%). 

In practice, the fast ions interact w i th the tota l neutral density, and the 

total neutral gradient is much smaller because the relatively f lat atomic 

density profiles suppress the steep molecular density profi le for r < 1 0 cm. 

The correction then becomes dependent upon how far the fast ion is f rom 

the minor axis, ranging from a few percent on axis to >20% when 13 cm or 

more off the axis. Since the fast-ion density varies as Mr (where r is the minor 

radius), the orbit correction effect is in the range of 5-10%. If there is 

anomalous trapping or dif fusion of ions toward larger radii, then not only 

wi l l that cause a direct loss, but also it wi l l cause enhanced loss due to the 

steep neutral gradients at large radii (r > 10 cm). 

For a deuterium plasma, wi th its more massive nuclei and hence lower 

neutral velocities, the density gradients are enhanced over those for the 

equivalent hydrogen case. For the same low-pressure T-mode conditions, the 

effect of the molecular gradient is twice tha t for a hydrogen plasma. 

Therefore, these o rb i t correct ion ef fects w i l l be more enhanced fo r 

measurements in a deuter ium or helium plasma, compared w i th a hydrogen 

plasma. 
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